
Straight laid with Grey Grouting Strip and strip perimeter

The rustic tones within Romano Stone feature a collection of 
subtle colours including cream, brown, grey and red. 

This credible appearance is further supported by the realistic 
surface texture and tile size which is common with this type of 
natural stone.

Romano Stone

2301 Romano Stone Tile Size: 305x305mm



Inlaid at 45° with Coffee Grouting Strip

The rustic tones within Romano Stone feature a collection of 
subtle colours including cream, brown, grey and red. 

This credible appearance is further supported by the realistic 
surface texture and tile size which is common with this type of 
natural stone.

Romano Stone

2301 Romano Stone Tile Size: 305x305mm



Straight laid

The rustic tones within Romano Stone feature a collection of 
subtle colours including cream, brown, grey and red. 

This credible appearance is further supported by the realistic 
surface texture and tile size which is common with this type of 
natural stone.

Romano Stone

2301 Romano Stone Tile Size: 305x305mm



Straight laid tiles with Coffee Grouting Strip

Travertine is a classic and compact form of limestone, 
traditionally with directional veining, as featured with this 
Camaro rectangular tile. 

The natural beauty of the pitted tile effect is further  
supported by the subtle variation in accustomed colour.

Travertine

2304 Travertine Tile Size: 305x610mm



These tiles are cut in half lengthways to achieve a thinner more 
emphasised shape. Inlaid with Walnut Marquetry Strip in a 
brickwork design

Travertine is a classic and compact form of limestone, 
traditionally with directional veining, as featured with this 
Camaro rectangular tile. 

The natural beauty of the pitted tile effect is further  
supported by the subtle variation in accustomed colour.

Travertine

2304 Travertine Tile Size: 305x610mm



Inlaid with Grey Grouting Strip with staggered joints

There can be few flooring materials as identifiable as marble. 
The veining and colouration give it a unique effect, due to the 
traditional metamorphism of different minerals. 

This marmoreal replication allows you to bring this classic 
design into your home.

Black Marble

2317 Black Marble Tile Size: 305x305mm



Straight laid with Graphite Grouting Strip

There can be few flooring materials as identifiable as marble. 
The veining and colouration give it a unique effect, due to the 
traditional metamorphism of different minerals. 

This marmoreal replication allows you to bring this classic 
design into your home.

Black Marble

2317 Black Marble Tile Size: 305x305mm



Installed with Coffee Grouting Strip, laid brickwork with a single 
strip perimeter

Camaro presents a selection of slate effect tiles, ranging from 
the warm tones of Crema through to the cooler hues of 
Ocean and Atlantic. 

Here, the inherent variation in decoration and subtlety of 
colour is perfectly represented. Accompanying strips are 
designed to enhance the overall floor.

Crema Slate

2318 Crema Slate Tile Size: 305x610mm



Installed in a brickwork design with Pearl Grouting Strip and 
single strip perimeter

Camaro presents a selection of slate effect tiles, ranging from 
the warm tones of Crema through to the cooler hues of 
Ocean and Atlantic. 

Here, the inherent variation in decoration and subtlety of 
colour is perfectly represented. Accompanying strips are 
designed to enhance the overall floor.

Crema Slate

2318 Crema Slate Tile Size: 305x610mm



Laid brickwork

There is no doubting the beautiful natural appearance of 
slate, from the structure of decoration through to the surface 
texture. This is faithfully represented in Ocean Slate, displaying 
a range of compatible colours successfully brought together. 

This embossed tile is perfectly suited for installation with 
decorative strips and other Camaro tiles.

Ocean Slate

2319 Ocean Slate Tile Size: 305x610mm



Ocean Slate tiles have been cut lengthways into halves and 
quarters, inlaid with Pearl Grouting Strip. This sits perfectly 
alongside White Metalstone with Grey Grouting Strip

There is no doubting the beautiful natural appearance of 
slate, from the structure of decoration through to the surface 
texture. This is faithfully represented in Ocean Slate, displaying 
a range of compatible colours successfully brought together. 

This embossed tile is perfectly suited for installation with 
decorative strips and other Camaro tiles.

Ocean Slate

2319 Ocean Slate Tile Size: 305x610mm



Tiles are installed brickwork with Graphite Grouting Strip

There is no doubting the beautiful natural appearance of 
slate, from the structure of decoration through to the surface 
texture. This is faithfully represented in Ocean Slate, displaying 
a range of compatible colours successfully brought together. 

This embossed tile is perfectly suited for installation with 
decorative strips and other Camaro tiles.

Ocean Slate

2319 Ocean Slate Tile Size: 305x610mm



Tiles straight laid

This stylish an imaginative tile fuses the classic elegance 
of natural marble with a more contemporary and cleaner 
swirled design, similar to the effect of oil on water. 

Featuring a subtle metallic imprint, the product plays with the 
surrounding light, allowing the decoration to change when 
viewed from different angles. Also see Black Oilshale.

White Oilshale

2331 White Oilshale Tile Size: 305x305mm



Installed with Black Oilshale for the classic chequerboard design

This stylish an imaginative tile fuses the classic elegance 
of natural marble with a more contemporary and cleaner 
swirled design, similar to the effect of oil on water. 

Featuring a subtle metallic imprint, the product plays with the 
surrounding light, allowing the decoration to change when 
viewed from different angles. Also see Black Oilshale.

White Oilshale

2331 White Oilshale Tile Size: 305x305mm



Two tiles are installed here side by side with Graphite Grouting 
Strip, laid brickwork

This stylish an imaginative tile fuses the classic elegance 
of natural marble with a more contemporary and cleaner 
swirled design, similar to the effect of oil on water. 

Featuring a subtle metallic imprint, the product plays with the 
surrounding light, allowing the decoration to change when 
viewed from different angles. Also see Black Oilshale.

White Oilshale

2331 White Oilshale Tile Size: 305x305mm



 
White Metalstone with Grey Grouting Strip sits perfectly 
alongside Ocean Slate tiles with Pearl Grouting Strip

White Metalstone

Inspired by the allure of natural stone and the sheen of 
metallics, this rectangular tile combines the two aesthetics to 
create an elegant and unique effect. 

Whether installed alone, with accompanying Grouting 
Strip or even contrasting wood, the delicate tones of White 
Metalstone allows you creative freedom.

2332 White Metalstone Tile Size: 305x610mm



Brickwork installation

Inspired by the allure of natural stone and the sheen of 
metallics, this rectangular tile combines the two aesthetics to 
create an elegant and unique effect. 

Whether installed alone, with accompanying Grouting 
Strip or even contrasting wood, the delicate tones of White 
Metalstone allows you creative freedom.

White Metalstone

2332 White Metalstone Tile Size: 305x610mm



Brickwork inlaid with Ice Grouting Strip

Inspired by the allure of natural stone and the sheen of 
metallics, this rectangular tile combines the two aesthetics to 
create an elegant and unique effect. 

Whether installed alone, with accompanying Grouting 
Strip or even contrasting wood, the delicate tones of White 
Metalstone allows you creative freedom.

White Metalstone

2332 White Metalstone Tile Size: 305x610mm



Inlaid at 45° with Pearl Grouting Strip

The inclusion of the natural stone designs in Camaro, such as 
Ivory Stone, Classic Limestone and Classic Yorkstone meet the 
demands for clean and authentic tiles. 

The simple beauty of Ivory Stone can enhance a wide variety 
of interior styles, as featured here.

Ivory Stone

2333 Ivory Stone Tile Size: 457x457mm



The inclusion of the natural stone designs in Camaro, such as 
Ivory Stone, Classic Limestone and Classic Yorkstone meet the 
demands for clean and authentic tiles. 

The simple beauty of Ivory Stone can enhance a wide variety 
of interior styles, as featured here.

Ivory Stone

2333 Ivory Stone Tile Size: 457x457mm

Inlaid at 45° with Pearl Grouting Strip



The inclusion of the natural stone designs in Camaro, such as 
Ivory Stone, Classic Limestone and Classic Yorkstone meet the 
demands for clean and authentic tiles. 

The simple beauty of Ivory Stone can enhance a wide variety 
of interior styles, as featured here.

Ivory Stone

2333 Ivory Stone Tile Size: 457x457mm

Installed in a large Off-Set Keysquare design with Classic 
Limestone keysquares and Maple Marquetry Strip



Portico Limestone installed straight laid with Pearl Grouting Strip, 
providing a perimeter to highlight the room shape and central island

Portico Limestone provides an alternative appearance to that 
of Classic Limestone. 

Featuring a delicate arrangement of subtle colours and a 
heavier surface texture, this refined replication of the natural 
material is available in a rectangular tile for an alternative 
aesthetic, ideal for inlaying with Grouting Strips.

Portico Limestone

2334 Portico Limestone Tile Size: 305x610mm



Installed in a Herringbone design with Graphite Grouting Strip

Portico Limestone provides an alternative appearance to that 
of Classic Limestone. 

Featuring a delicate arrangement of subtle colours and a 
heavier surface texture, this refined replication of the natural 
material is available in a rectangular tile for an alternative 
aesthetic, ideal for inlaying with Grouting Strips.

Portico Limestone

2334 Portico Limestone Tile Size: 305x610mm



Laid brickwork

Portico Limestone provides an alternative appearance to that 
of Classic Limestone. 

Featuring a delicate arrangement of subtle colours and a 
heavier surface texture, this refined replication of the natural 
material is available in a rectangular tile for an alternative 
aesthetic, ideal for inlaying with Grouting Strips.

Portico Limestone

2334 Portico Limestone Tile Size: 305x610mm



Straight laid

Limestone is a genuinely beautiful and highly desirable 
material which can exhibit a variety of different colours. 
Natural impurities and method of formation can all affect the 
appearance of the finished product. 

Classic Limestone has been sympathetically replicated here 
to present this beauty and charm, produced in a tough and 
practical tile.

Classic Limestone

2335 Classic Limestone Tile Size: 457x457mm



Limestone is a genuinely beautiful and highly desirable 
material which can exhibit a variety of different colours. 
Natural impurities and method of formation can all affect the 
appearance of the finished product. 

Classic Limestone has been sympathetically replicated here 
to present this beauty and charm, produced in a tough and 
practical tile.

Classic Limestone

2335 Classic Limestone Tile Size: 457x457mm

Classic Limestone keysquares installed with Ivory Stone in an 
Off-Set Keysquare design with and Maple Marquetry Strip



Straight laid tiles with a quarter tile and Cream Feature  
Strip perimeter

Yorkstone is traditionally a form of sandstone, featuring a 
tightly grained finish. The structure of the stone features a 
variety of minerals which are authentically replicated here in 
subtle and warm tones. 

Perfectly suited to home interiors, this classic tile features a 
riven finish for additional realism.

Classic Yorkstone

2336 Classic Yorkstone Tile Size: 305x305mm



Inlaid at 45° with Natural Oak Marquetry Strip and strip perimeter

Yorkstone is traditionally a form of sandstone, featuring a 
tightly grained finish. The structure of the stone features a 
variety of minerals which are authentically replicated here in 
subtle and warm tones. 

Perfectly suited to home interiors, this classic tile features a 
riven finish for additional realism.

Classic Yorkstone

2336 Classic Yorkstone Tile Size: 305x305mm



Classic Yorkstone straight laid

Yorkstone is traditionally a form of sandstone, featuring a 
tightly grained finish. The structure of the stone features a 
variety of minerals which are authentically replicated here in 
subtle and warm tones. 

Perfectly suited to home interiors, this classic tile features a 
riven finish for additional realism.

Classic Yorkstone

2336 Classic Yorkstone Tile Size: 305x305mm



Four tiles are laid together with a Coffee Grouting Strip surround 
to give a contemporary larger tile effect

Serpentine is a rock traditionally composed of a large 
amount of minerals, which often allows for a variety of colour 
alternatives. Sometimes exhibited in green for decorative 
ornaments, here it is represented in softer brown tones. 

Illustrating an almost suede like appearance, the tile is well 
suited to fabrics, wood and other stone materials.

Serpentine

2337 Serpentine  Tile Size: 305x305mm



Inlaid at 45° with Gold Feature Strip

Serpentine is a rock traditionally composed of a large 
amount of minerals, which often allows for a variety of colour 
alternatives. Sometimes exhibited in green for decorative 
ornaments, here it is represented in softer brown tones. 

Illustrating an almost suede like appearance, the tile is well 
suited to fabrics, wood and other stone materials.

Serpentine

2337 Serpentine  Tile Size: 305x305mm



Two tiles installed together with Natural Oak Marquetry Strip, 
providing a larger square tile effect

The inspiring and contemporary tones of rust and silver 
along with the distressed appearance and surface finish are all 
present in Aged Metalstone. 

Supplied as a rectangular tile, this format and flexibility in 
design allows you to create a unique floor installation.

Aged Metalstone

2338 Aged Metalstone  Tile Size: 305x610mm



Laid brickwork

The inspiring and contemporary tones of rust and silver 
along with the distressed appearance and surface finish are all 
present in Aged Metalstone. 

Supplied as a rectangular tile, this format and flexibility in 
design allows you to create a unique floor installation.

Aged Metalstone

2338 Aged Metalstone  Tile Size: 305x610mm



Two tiles installed together with Ice Grouting Strip surround, 
giving a rectangular tile effect

Historically, slate is available in a wide variety of colours,  
which occurs naturally, even from within the same 
geographic location. 

This classic portrayal of Atlantic Slate presents subtle yet 
effective grey scale colours, with a highly realistic slate surface 
emboss, creating a stylish base for any interior.

Atlantic Slate

2339 Atlantic Slate  Tile Size: 305x305mm



Straight laid with Black Feature Strip

Historically, slate is available in a wide variety of colours,  
which occurs naturally, even from within the same 
geographic location. 

This classic portrayal of Atlantic Slate presents subtle yet 
effective grey scale colours, with a highly realistic slate surface 
emboss, creating a stylish base for any interior.

Atlantic Slate

2339 Atlantic Slate  Tile Size: 305x305mm



Black Oilshale tiles are shown cut in half and laid end to end with 
an Ice Grouting Strip surround

Developed to not only accompany the stylish White Oilshale 
tile, this highly decorative black version works equally 
successfully on its own. 

This allows you complete flexibility, either straight laid, inlaid 
with decorative strips or as bespoke cut tiles.

Black Oilshale

2340 Black Oilshale  Tile Size: 305x305mm



Developed to not only accompany the stylish White Oilshale 
tile, this highly decorative black version works equally 
successfully on its own. 

This allows you complete flexibility, either straight laid, inlaid 
with decorative strips or as bespoke cut tiles.

Black Oilshale

2340 Black Oilshale  Tile Size: 305x305mm

Installed with White Oilshale for the classic chequerboard design



Straight laid tiles. Everyday dirt and temporary surface water 
can be simply wiped away

Developed to not only accompany the stylish White Oilshale 
tile, this highly decorative black version works equally 
successfully on its own. 

This allows you complete flexibility, either straight laid, inlaid 
with decorative strips or as bespoke cut tiles.

Black Oilshale

2340 Black Oilshale  Tile Size: 305x305mm


